
TEAM RITUALS FOR A VIRTUAL WORLD 

THAT BUILD TRUST AND CONNECTION



Rituals: a nuclear submariners perspective

Imagine spending 3 months underwater, in cramped, high stress 
environment with 150 people….

Here is why rituals are NB:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKugrpgDewM

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKugrpgDewM


How do rituals really help?

1. Motivational and bonding experience.

2. Increases quality of an experience. 

3. Improved performance by decreasing anxiety through being 

in control.



Powerful rituals have the following characteristics:

1. Address a REAL need in the team in a meaningful way

2. Done with intentionality- special moment

3. Evolves over time to suit context



Building your own rituals 

• Make sure it fulfils a REAL need in the team.

• E.g. If its psychological safety related is it about:  Team trust / 
prosocial behaviour / safe spaces / responding to failure / 
conversations that count  

• Draw inspiration but don’t be limited by options provided here

• Customise by adding your own uniqueness (props, quirkiness)

• Make sure you are clear: when, where and how it will take 
place

• Practice and refine it over time 



IdeaPop app

Download and work through the prompts 



Trustworthiness

Watch 6 min video: https://trustedadvisor.com/articles/the-trust-equation-a-primer

https://trustedadvisor.com/articles/the-trust-equation-a-primer
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Credibility: After Action Review 
Objecttive: Used to embed continuous learning and improvement  (Special Forces)  

Results: Did we  achieve our 
desired results?

Yes / No

Rate the projects success:      %

What worked and why? What did not work and why?

How did we leverage off the 
potential within the team?

How were our actions aligned 
to the organisations  purpose? 

(The “Why”)
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How did we improve from our 
last delivery? How did we work 

through team challenges?

What still puzzles us?

How were  our actions aligned 
to the organisations values? 

(The “How”)

How did we ensure that we 
integrated with other teams key 

initiatives?

Keep Stop Start


Results









Credibility: After Action Review 

Objecttive: Used to embed continuous learning and improvement  (Special Forces)  









Results: Did we  achieve our desired results?



Yes / No



Rate the projects success:      %

What worked and why?

What did not work and why?

How did we leverage off the potential within the team?

How were our actions aligned to the organisations  purpose? (The “Why”)

Team effectiveness

Organisation alignment

Next time

How did we improve from our last delivery? How did we work through team challenges?

What still puzzles us?

How were  our actions aligned to the organisations values? (The “How”)

How did we ensure that we integrated with other teams key initiatives?

Keep

Stop

Start





Approaching success or avoiding the undesired: Does goal type matter?

Posted Feb 08, 2009



Almost anything can be framed as an approach or avoidance goal. For example, I could frame an approach goal as "make my house sparkle" (because I like it that way), or "vacuum, dust and scrub the floors today" (to avoid being criticized again). I could head to the gym “to stay strong and fit”, or “to avoid heart disease.”



Andrew Elliot and Ken Sheldon have pioneered a great deal of research about approach and avoidance goals. Their research indicates that the pursuit of a greater number of avoidance goals is related to:

less satisfaction with progress and more negative feelings about progress with personal goals,

decreased self-esteem, personal control and vitality,

less satisfaction with life, and

feeling less competent in relation to goal pursuits.



It seems obvious that avoidance goals are not the goals on which we make a great deal of progress, and they don't lead us to a "happy place" ☺ In fact, Matt Dann and I think avoidance goals are more likely to be related to procrastination, and he's conducting research exploring just this hypothesis.



As we wait for the outcome of his study, I can share an anecdote relating avoidance goals and task aversiveness to procrastination in my own life.



One of the avoidance goals associated with my dog care is nail trimming. It's an avoidance goal for me because the purpose of this procedure is to avoid split nails and stressed feet (among other things). It also happens to be one of the most aversive tasks that I face. Not all dogs like having their feet handled for nail trimming, even when they accept booties with ease.



Of course, 11 dogs with 18 nails per dog (give or take a few without dew claws) means that I have nearly 200 nails to trim. And, while a few of my dogs will lie patiently presenting their feet gently as if in for a manicure, others remind me of a high school wrestling match, except this opponent has teeth (which is why a muzzle may be involved). I digress.



Toe nail trimming for me is an avoidance goal, it's aversive, and I put it off. The trouble is, putting it off is the worst thing I could do, as the nails get too long. There is an obvious cost to this procrastination. So what's the solution?



Tips for beating procrastination


A key lesson from the approach-avoidance motivation literature is that I might benefit by reframing the toenail trimming goal. Rather than thinking of avoiding split nails and foot injuries, I could think about this aspect of dog care as reaching or maintaining optimum health and fitness. Certainly, anything I can do to reduce the avoidance goals in my life wouldn't hurt.



In the end, I take an eclectic approach to reduce my procrastination.

I work at reframing the goal from avoidance to approach as noted above.

I make an implementation intention to act on a specific day at a specific time.

I focus on the positive and the progress I make with each nail and each dog.

I don't give in to feel good (i.e., give up until another day) when a particularly reluctant dog makes the task difficult.



Taken together these strategies work, and once I "just get started," I feel great about getting the job done.

I think each of us faces "two-hundred toenails" in different ways everyday.
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Reliability: Progress power 
(do with a buddy-rotate buddies every 3rd day)  

Objective: Focusses and keeps you accountable 
re your progress

Questions to answer:

1. What were your key goals?

2. How much progress did you make on those 
goals?

3. How did you ensure you stayed motivated?

4. How have you created meaning in your work?

5. How have you built good team relationships?

6. What one small thing can I do tomorrow that 
will make me more likely to succeed in future?



Reliability: Citizenship stories

Objective: reminds the team of their 
shared values and corporate 
responsibility. 

Need clearly defined org values or team 
norms.

Peer nominates and talks about fellow 
staff member that has epitomised these 
values..tells a story. Nice to have a pic. 

The person being nominated and the 
person doing the nomination get jelly 
beans that they “place” in their jar at their 
virtual desks.

Person at post-isolation period who has 
best story gets a surprise gift, with their 
family.



Intimacy: Get Real Check-ins
Objective: Quick life shares to build deeper bonds. 
(Medium uses it). 

Weekly meeting: Each person gets to share  personal 
update about their family, hobbies, weekend activities 
etc.   

Just do 1-2 people per session (max 5 mins total).

Each week rotate so that whole team gets covered 
ultimately.

Faster check-ins with whole group:

Use robot colours to express how feeling and why:

• Red: really struggling and need support

• Amber: managing but feel pressured

• Green: everything is good



Intimacy: Inspiring check-ins
Objective: Boosts morale and encourages 
positive gossip, 
• Instead of good/bad/ugly or Highpoint/low-

point approach

Rather ask:

1. One good thing that happened to me 

recently was…..

2. Something good that I saw someone do …..

3. Today/yesterday I had fun when ….

4. Something I accomplished 

today/yesterday….



Intimacy: Three second share day

Objective: Nurture virtual team bonds 
through stories.

You will need: Smartphone camera, 
WhatsApp

Record three second clips of: breakfast, 
morning commute, AM/PM work, commute 
back home. 

You reciprocally share with specified 
partner 

Share best clip from the week with whole 
team once a week.  OR 

Stitch a story together and share it with the 
team. 



Intimacy: The global mixtape
Objective: Build weekly touch 
points, that are non-work 
related e.g. by  music sharing.

Every 2nd week a different 
team member is in charge of 
identifying their 2-3 favourite 
songs and explains why. 

Shared at the beginning of 
the week. 

Team members vote on their 
favourite songs. 

Easier when team members 
have online music 
subscriptions, that allows 
them to share music with 
others. 



Self-orientation: 40-word feedback
Objective: Have difficult conversations in a 

brief, to the point manner that is constructive.

How:

‘When ….(observation), I feel …..(emotion) 

because I am needing some…..(universal 

need). Would you be able to…(request)?’

Subtle move from:
1. Evaluation to observation
2. Thoughts to emotions
3. Strategies to universal needs
4. Demands to requests



Self-orientation: Pre-mortems 
Objective: Legitimises dissent, where a big change or 
new process/practice being is proposed to the group.

Explain the proposed idea.

Imagine a fiasco-the idea is flop, and no one is talking to 
the department.

The question is: “"What could have caused this?“

The team brainstorms all possible reasons, first doing it 
individually and then collecting all the ideas until possible 
avenues are exhausted.

Identify the 2-3 greatest and probable concerns and then 
generate ideas to avoid or minimise them.

Either proceed with idea, or if no reasonable solutions 
exist kill the idea.

Every couple of weeks or months revisit the list of 
concerns and address.



“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence, 
then, is not an act, but a habit.”

In closing ….
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